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Chapter 1

INSTALLING THE SOFTWARE

Abstract — This section describes how to retrieve and install the software that is neces- 
sary to get started with the imperix C++ SDK for B-Box RCP and B-Board PRO. This includes 
the imperix C++ Integrated Development Environment (IDE), drivers, compilers, execution 
scripts as well as imperix’s monitoring and debugging software : BB Control.

Keywords — C++ SDK, installation, download.

1.1 COMPUTER SOFTWARE INSTALLATION
First of all, the Software Development Kit (SDK) must be installed on a personal computer. 
This includes :

» Imperix IDE : This Eclipse-based Integrated Development Environment (IDE) is provided 
by imperix. It allows to comfortably develop control code, initiate code compilation, as 
well as support run time debugging.

» Compilers and tools : This contains all the necessary software libraries, drivers and com-
piling tools to work with imperix controllers.

» Imperix BB Control : This utility software provides a graphical user interface to load code, 
monitor and control the B-Box or B-Board during run time. It is mostly useful for debug-
ging and validating control code at the system level.

The installer for the C++ SDK can be found on imperix’s website. Registration is needed.

» In order to download the installer from imperix’s website go to https://www.imperix.ch/
customer-area/ and log into your account.

» Click on the tab “My downloads“ and select “My software”.

» Click on “C++ SDK (3.x.x)” and the download button to retrieve the latest version of 
“CPPSDK_Setup_3.x.x.exe”.

» Once the download is finished, execute the installer.

» Select where the SDK will be installed. Keep the default path.

Note

Keeping the default destination folder and no spaces or special characters in the path is 
highly recommended.

» Click on “Install.” Imperix C++ SDK has been installed on your computer !
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Chapter 2

PROGRAMMING

Abstract  — This section describes how to import and edit the user template in the work-
space of imperix C++ IDE and how to connect to the controller and flash the code.

Keywords — Template, code edition, flashing, Ethernet, configuration.

2.1 ETHERNET LINK CONFIGURATION
All communications between the B-Box RCP and the computer make use of the Ethernet 
port located on the front panel. However, two different scenarios must be distinguished. 
These two scenarios differ in how the IP address is assigned to the B-Box : 

» The B-Box is part of an Ethernet network, the DHCP server assigns a dynamic IP address 
to the B-Box. This address can be seen by simply turning the push button of the front 
panel at the end of the system startup sequence. In this case, there isn’t any other step 
to do before the connection.

Note

In a DHCP-enabled network, you may want to ask your network administrator to configure 
a static lease for the B-Box IP address. 

» The B-Box is directly tied to the host computer, the B-Box doesn’t receive any dynamic 
IP address. Therefore, the pre-configured static IP address is used (default value is 
192.168.222.22).

In this second case, the user must configure the host computer. To do so :

• Navigate to “Control Panel” -> “Network and Internet” -> “Network Connections”.
• Right click on the Ethernet adapter that is used for the B-Box and select “Properties”.
• Highlight “Internet Protocol Version 4 (TCP/IPv4)” and click “Properties”.
• Check the box “Use the following IP address” and enter the first three bytes of the 

static IP address of the B-Box, and choose the last byte, differ. Also change the 
mask to “255.255.255.0”.
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Note

In case the Ethernet port of the computer is not available, the B-Box RCP can be connected 
with a USB-to-Ethernet dongle.

2.2 USER TEMPLATE RETRIEVAL
To launch imperix C++ IDE, search for “imperix C++ IDE” in the Windows start menu and click 
on it, or use the desktop shortcut. The first launch of the IDE can be slow because Eclipse 
sets up the environment and makes some configuration.

The IDE will then ask for a workspace directory. The user can set the workspace in the 
folder of his choice.

Note

Here again, using a destination folder with no spaces or special characters in the path is 
highly recommended.

The user can retrieve the base source code (BB3_CPP_Template.zip) from the root of 
the installation directory (default is C:\imperix\BB3_CPP_SDK). The template can also be 
retrieved from the download section of imperix’s website.

» Select “File” -> “Import...”
» Under “General”, select “Existing Projects into Workspace” and click “Next”.

» Check the box “Select archive file” and browse the installation directory “C:\imperix\BB3_
CPP_SDK” to find the zip file (BB3_CPP_Template.zip), and click on “Finish”.

Note

It is also possible to manually unzip the archive and check the box “Select root directory” 
instead. If you do this make sure to also check the box “Copy projects into workspace“. 
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» Once this is done, the user benefits from a ready-to-use code project appearing in the 
Project Explorer window (the left-hand column of imperix C++ IDE).

2.3 USER TEMPLATE EDITION
The picture below shows the main panels of the imperix C++ IDE.

The project template contains several folders (as shown in the Project Explorer), which are 
organized as follows :

» ‘API’ contains ready-to-use routines that are popular in power electronic applications 
(controllers, coordinate transformations, PLLs, data structures, etc... ). Users are recom-
mended to use these predefined routines. If necessary, these routines can be modified.

Build and run

Project Explorer

Console

Editor
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» ‘Includes’ contains the B-Box’s pre-compiled operating system as well as headers of the 
corresponding user-accessible routines.

Note

By browsing the Includes, the use can get a quick overview of the available peripheral 

driver routines, as well as all the necessary information regarding their use.

» ‘Debug’ contains all the files produced by the compilation of the project. Users should 
not modify or add extra files in this sub-folder.

» ‘My_functions’ is the folder where all user files should be stored. By default, it contains only 
two files that the user can freely modify :

» user.h, which typically contains the prototypes of the user-defined routines as well 
as some data types definitions.

» user.cpp, which serves as the code root and contains the initialization and main inter-
rupt service routines used to control the application.

» BBControl.launch and makefile.defs are configuration files. Users should not modify 
or delete those files.

2.3.1 RENAMING THE PROJECT
To rename the project, the following procedure should be followed.  Due to an Eclipse 
bug (ref: Bug 415531), not following the procedure will lead to a ‘resource is out of sync 
with the file system’ error.

1) Right click on project
2) Click ‘Rename...’
3) Enter new name
4) Right click on project
5) Click ‘Properties’
6) Click on ‘C/C++ Build’
7) Select ‘Refresh Policy’ tab
8) Delete the resource with the old name
9) Click ‘Add Resource...’ and select the folder with the name of the project
10) Click ‘Apply and close’

2.4 COMPILATION
Once the code has been edited, it can be compiled by clicking on the “Build” icon at the 
top left corner of the IDE, or by pressing “CTRL+B”. 

The code is also automatically rebuilt each time that the user saves a file. The console win-
dow displays build information as well as any errors. This process generates an executable 
that is written in the “debug” folder of the project. 
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2.5 CODE UPLOAD AND FLASHING
In order to upload the compiled code onto the B-Box RCP (or B-Board PRO), the Ethernet 
link must be appropriately configured (see §2.1). 

The code upload and flashing is handled by the BB Control utility software. The easiest 
way to launch BB Control is simply to click on the “run” icon, directly within imperix C++ 
IDE. Alternatively, BB Control can also be launched directly from the Windows start menu. 

When clicking “run”, if BB Control is not running yet, it will be automatically launched. At 
first launch, the B-Box IP address needs to be entered in the appropriate field and connects 
to the software by clicking on “Connect”. Once the B-Box is connected, the code is started 
automatically. From second launch, BB Control tries to connect to the last used IP address 
(using the a .dxv configuration file).

When clicking “run”, if BB Control is already running and a B-Box is already connected, the 
running code (if any) is automatically stopped and restarted.

When not launched from imperix C++ IDE, BB Control must be manually configured in 
order to retrieve the appropriate project files. In the first screen, the user shall indicate the 
path of the C++ project folder as well as the IP address of the target B-Box (see §2.1).

By clicking on “Connect”, BB Control connects to the B-Box and loads the user code execut-
able in it. Project settings (including the B-Box IP address and project path) are then writ-
ten in the configuration file “config.dxv”. Any further launches will hence require no con-
figuration.

Note

To run a different project or after renaming the project, BB Control needs to be closed to 
be able to connect to that project.
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2.6 BASIC OPERATION
Right after the connection, BB Control automatically loads the executable present in the 
build folder of the project. However, it does not automatically enable the generation of 
PWM signals (see section 2.7). Indeed, the B-Box has three possible states :

» BLOCKED : the system is configured correctly and PWM outputs are ready to be enabled.

» OPERATING : The PWM outputs are enabled and the system is operating without error.

» FAULT : An error occurred and the system is waiting for its acknowledgement.

By default, after the user code launches, the B-Box is in BLOCKED state in order to have 
the gating signals (i.e. PWM) disabled, for safety reasons. Enabling and disabling the gat-
ing signals is as simple as clicking the ‘Enable/ Disable outputs’ button located at the top 
of the BB Control window. 

The B-Box goes into OPERATING state when the gating signals are enabled, and goes 
back to BLOCKED state when disabled.

The enabling / disabling process is independent from the control algorithm running on 
the B-Box and acts as a switch on all PWM signals :

ENABLE

PWMduty cycles optical outputs

When a hardware fault occurs, the B-Box goes into FAULT state and the gating signals are 
automatically disabled. They can be enabled again only if the fault is cleared or acknowl-
edged. The source of the fault is described in the ‘Message Log’ tab of BB Control.

Faults triggered by the hardware overvalue detection mechanism can be traced from the 
front panel. Each analog input has an orange LED that turns on when the measurement 
triggers the upper or the lower safety limit. The user can use the button on the front panel 
to navigate through the menus of the screen, and get more information about the fault :

» Under “Faults” -> “List hardware faults”, the screen indicates which limit was triggered.

» Under “Faults” -> “Acknowledge inputs faults”, the user can acknowledge the faults, and 
the B-Box returns in BLOCKED state.
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Chapter 3

MONITORING

Abstract — This section describes some basic functionalities of the BB Control utility soft-
ware, namely how to monitor and control the B-Box RCP or B-Board PRO during run time.

Keywords — BB Control, debug, monitor, variables, datalogging, export, firmware.

3.1 CONTINUOUS MONITORING

In the ‘Debugging’ tab, user-defined variables can be added to the watch list by typ-
ing their name in the top field and pressing Enter. In order to be accessible, the user shall 
declare the variables within a global scope (i.e. outside of functions, typically at the begin-
ning of .cpp files).

Their current value can then be monitored in the list and the user can also alter their val-
ues by double-clicking on each line. In addition, by dragging a variable from the watch list 
and dropping it over the plot below, the variable’s evolution in time can be viewed. The 
maximum update rate of this plot is a few tens of Hertz. Using this representation is only 
suited to monitor slowly-varying quantities.
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3.2 DATA LOGGING

The ‘Datalogging’ tab acts like an oscilloscope. This means that at each control execution 
step, the variables are logged by the B-Box and made available on the PC as soon as the 
sampling window ends. 

4 different graphs can be used, with up to 8 variables on each graph. Different options can 
be configured, such as the trigger or the gain for the variables.

Once the datalogging is configured, it can be started by clicking on the “Run/Stop” button 
at the bottom of the windows. The parameters can be modified only when the datalog-
ging is stopped.

The variables are displayed on the graphs after each trigger. The sampling frequency is the 
same as the frequency of the first interruption. Should the user want to auto-refresh this 
graph, trigger parameters should be configured accordingly. Plots can be exported in a 
*.csv file by clicking on “Save data”.

The “Transient” tab allows the user to schedule events, such as a step of voltage/current 
reference, that will be applied simultaneously with the acquisition window. In order to be 
active, the transient generator has to be enabled from the “Datalogging” tab. 
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